
Micro-Moments: 
A guide to engaging  
customers and filling seats



What’s in this guide?

Micro-moments 101
Learn what they are and how they’re all around us.

A live event micro-moment
How a simple photo can bring customers to your venue.

Types of micro-moments
Be there when customers want to know, go or buy.

Six tips to get started
Keep your customers engaged and coming back for more.
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Micro-moments 101 
What’s the first thing you do when you need to know  
something, go somewhere, do something or buy something? 
Chances are, like most of us, you pull out your phone.

Micro-moments occur when we instinctively turn to a device 
to act on a need. They shape our preferences and help us 
make decisions.

Looking at research statistics from Google, it’s easy to see  
why live events organizations must embrace micro-moments 
marketing, which delivers information in short bursts for  
people to consume or act on immediately.

In live events, this casual browsing can mean big business 
– whether it’s done via a Google search, watching YouTube 
videos, reading social media posts or looking in online  
directories.

The question is whether this will lead patrons to your theater. 
Then, once a customer finds you, will they engage with your 
content? Buy tickets? Pre-pay for parking or book an add-on, 
like a pre-event dinner?

96%
of people rely on  
a smartphone in  

moments of need1

2,617
the amount people tap, 

swipe and click their  
mobile device,  

each day2

76
the number of times  
the average person  
checks their phones  

each day3

1:54
the average 

session length

145
minutes total daily  

time on our phones4

1 https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/consumer-insights/mobile-search-consumer-behavior-data/  |   2-4 https://blog.dscout.com/hubfs/downloads/dscout_mobile_touches_study_2016.pdf 
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A live event 
micro-moment
Social networking app Instagram has grown from  
a basic picture sharing service into a promotional 
hub for live events organizations. With 70%5 of 
shopping enthusiasts looking to Instagram for  
product discovery, businesses are turning browsers 
into buyers at a growing rate. It’s imperative  
for your organization to curate, create, capture  
and share scroll-stopping media to monetize  
this highly desirable demographic.

5 facebook.com/business/instagram/shopping   |   Image source: Denver Center on Instagram
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Types of  
micro- 
moments 
So, you’ve learned a bit about  
micro-moments and seen a successful 
example from the Denver Center.  
If you are wondering how to get  
started, we’re here to help.

And, if you’re worried about the cost  
of micro-moments marketing, don’t 
be. You can start to create them with 
your existing staff, a smartphone and 
a bit of creativity. 

From there, the sky’s the limit.

I-want-to-know moments
People are inherently curious and we love 
to be entertained. So, we look things up. 
Read the news. Follow friends, personalities 
and organizations we care about on social 
media. Check to see what’s happening  
in town. 

What we’re looking for is information,  
not a hard sell. The Denver Center  
Instagram post is a great example of  
an “I-want-to-know” micro-moment. 

Historic theaters can post and share all 
sorts of things to satisfy a patron’s curiosity 
before they are ready to buy:
• Stories about your organization and  

upcoming events.
• Media coverage.
• YouTube clips of past events.
• Interviews with stars, cast members,  

production staff and student-athletes.
• Behind-the-scenes footage.
• Photos of stars, events, customers,  

parties, pre-game festivities and more.

I-want-to-go moments
Sometimes, we just need something to do. 
Whether it’s today or next weekend when
friends are in town, we look to our phones 
to learn what’s happening around us.  
The intent is to attend an event because  
we are looking for a connection to the  
physical world.

If your organization is constantly sharing 
relevant and interesting micro-moments, 
you will be front and center for event  
discovery.
• 51% of smartphone users have purchased 

from a company or brand other than  
the one they intended to because the 
information provided was useful.

• 69% of online consumers agree that 
quality, timing or relevance of a  
company’s message influences their  
perception of a brand.

I-want-to-buy moments 
When a customer is ready to make a  
purchase, good micro-moments marketing 
helps sway them to choose you. Information 
needed to quickly make a decision – like a 
date, time, cost, reviews, video previews and 
game recaps – should be available across 
many online channels. And, you should be 
able to seal the sale in just a few clicks.

During the purchase journey, you can  
encourage customers to spend more by 
recommending new, additional, better  
or complementary items. 
• Upsells – like better seats, memberships 

or a season subscription. 
• Cross-sells – like parking, drink tickets, 

donations or merchandise.

Micro-moments marketing can also be  
effective once patrons are at the venue. 
Think lobby photo-ops, artist meet-and-
greets and other moments that can be  
easily shared.
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Six tips to  
get started 
Micro-moments strategies are  
increasingly important as live  
entertainment battles events that  
customers can consume from  
home for the discretionary dollar. 

So go boldly into the micro-moment 
and set the stage for ongoing customer  
relationships – it’s like an awesome 
encore that never ends.

Here are six tips to help you  
get started.

1. Think mobile-first
Does your website content adapt to the size 
of the screen regardless of the device? Can 
customers easily consume information and 
buy tickets? Are you engaging with people 
digitally through popular social media apps 
like Facebook, Instagram and Twitter? If so, 
you’re well on your way to creating a  
micro-moments footprint.

A mobile-first strategy is even more important  
for organizations that attract tourists, part-
time residents and traveling fans. Tablets 
are easy to pack and use at a hotel or  
condo, so visitors are increasingly leaving 
their laptops at home. Think tourists with 
tablets at the pool or skiers on their phones 
riding up a hill. If they’re looking for some-
thing to do tonight, they’ll want to purchase 
tickets right from their poolside lounge chair 
or during their gondola ride.

Don’t miss opportunities to capture  
transactions.

2. Identify your organization’s  
micro-moments
Your staff is your best resource – they are  
as passionate as your customers, so their
recommendations will resonate with  
your audience.

Where are customers discovering your 
events and engaging with your content? 
Analyze data to understand trends and 
direct your marketing efforts. Use a central 
solution to manage customer data, start 
with a free tool like Google Analytics.  
Using social listening tools also helps –  
understanding your audience better so  
you know their behavior and define  
benchmarks to stay accountable.

3. Create interesting content
Increase your digital content footprint by 
creating opportunities for customers to take 
and share photos. Anything fun that puts 
them in the moment will work – like an  
interactive display, meet and greet or signs 
showing the best spots for stadium selfies. 
Friends who see these online posts will want 
to check out your upcoming events so they 
are not missing the fun. 

Watch your YouTube content with a critical 
eye – does it create an emotional connection,  
educate, inspire or entertain? Do your  
Instagram photos or stories give customers 
an insider’s view of backstage moments, 
which are normally only seen by performers, 
crew and other staff members?

Being evergreen and ensuring your content 
is always relevant and fresh is important too.
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4. Make it shareable
Increase your digital content footprint by 
creating opportunities for patrons to take 
and share photos. Anything fun that puts 
them in the moment will work – like an  
interactive display, artist meet and greet  
or signs showing the best spots for lobby 
selfies while customers are dressed to  
the nines.

Friends who see these online posts will want 
to check out your upcoming shows so they 
are not missing the fun. Shareable posts 
also get people talking – both online and 
in-person – so you’ll have word-of-mouth 
marketing working for you. 

There’s also the chance that a great  
shareable post could go viral.

5. Be in the right place at  
the right time
A holistic, cross-channel approach including 
landing pages, social media, video content, 
search engine optimization (SEO), remar-
keting ads, Facebook dynamic ads and 
more helps ensure customers always find 
you when they take out their phone to look 
something up.

By doing this, you are answering questions 
before they are asked and making it easy 
for customers to click through and buy tickets.

6. Remove roadblocks
Does your mobile content make it easy  
to transact? If your site forces them to  
the desktop when they want to make a  
purchase, you could lose the sale. Ditto if 
too many clicks are required. 

Try it for yourself as an undercover customer  
– how was the experience? If it was less 
than optimal, you’ll want to fix it. Also, look 
at whether customers can connect with your 
organization in real-time. Customers expect 
a timely response to their tweets and  
comments on Facebook and Instagram.
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Behind the world’s most  
successful events 
Get your live events discovered, attended and remembered. With our  
software solutions, audience growth strategies and client communities  
all working seamlessly together, we help you make event magic.

Headquarters
200 Wellington Street West, 2nd Floor 
Toronto, Ontario 
Canada M5V 3C7

Online
audienceview.com

Email
sales@audienceview.com

Speak to an expert today

mailto:sales%40audienceview.com?subject=Re%3A%20Micro-Moments%20Guide

